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ecent I nvestiga tion of the 'rran.s:nu ta. tion of the Chemical Hlements ,__ 
I Introduction 
Many centuries before the Christian era nnd even 
as late a s the. middl e or the seventeenth century, chemistry 
was practiced as an art .. It was found only among .priests, 
philosophers and scholars. It was regar ded by them as a 
" sa..cred art '' to be zealously guarded as a secret .. 'rhese 
men whose lives were greatly influenced by the philosophy 
1 
of the t ime, were l argely given to speculation . They spec-
ulated as to the nature and origin of matter; t hey specu-
l e. t ed as to the eondi tiona and forces affecting it •. . ?hey 
d id not attempt to systematize their knowledge or observa-
tions of t he various natural phenornena, and to use the 
sa me as a ba si.s of their speculation . Indeed , the ph il-
osoph.y of' this period do;,] ina ted chemistr y and its influence 
lasted not only dUI•ing the earlier ancient times ~ but 
throughout t he alchemistic period to the middl e of t h e 
seventeenth century. From thi s time on , men began to ex-
peri!"'!ent a nd tal-ce an interest in observlnf3 and explaining 
the phenomena of nuture and other technical processes~ and 
to accumulate a systematized knowledge of' physica l a nd 
ch emic a l facts. Chemistry was at last freed rrom t he 
influence of religion and ph ilosophy and was able to 
develop as a science. 
1 - •rh orpe, J<;d vard - Rist.ory of Chemistry - P 19. 
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1 
Robert Boyl ·, ho~<ever, d id not put an end to the 
alche ical idea of transmutation . \vidence of the per~ist-
ence of this idea ~ight be seen in the classical lec ture upon 
2 
"The Unity of i .• atter'', d elivered by c . de ·~arignac in 1866 .. 
3 
Recent publication of this lecture led Briner to attempt the 
4 
transmutation, or rather, t he disintegration of iodin .. Hamsay 
in 1908-9 also attempted transmutation . He subjected 1a ter 
and aqueous solutions of copper salts to radium e •nanations . 
After bombardment he reported development of lith ium fro the 
5 
copper salt solutions. n e. Curie r epeated Ra msay's experi-
6 
rnents , but with negative results . Hutherford has recently 
reported that w th the atn of th.e a lpha-particle it is poa-
sible to bring a bout disintegration of the chemical ele.ents . 
By bombarding nitrogen i th a lpha-part :tcles, certain lon~ 
ranged particles ~hieh appeared to be hydrogen atoms could 
be detected , indicating 1:he disinte .. ation of the nitro~en 
atoms . 
The development of rad.to -chemistry .ark,d the be-
ginning of a deeper interes t and belief in t he possibility of 
artificial transmutation of the elenents. In fact , the alpha-
p.rticle used by utherford in ri11ging about artificial dis-
integration of t h.e atom t s one of the products of spontaneous 
disintegration . Also, isotopism, which is today playi n~ an 
·tmportant ro l e i n thE" present nercury- ,old transmutatton con-
l . Robert Boyle - 1626-l69i. ~ritish scientist ~ho introduced the 
ne s pirit into c he11'11stry . (Thorp~ ' s 'H.n tory of Cho , istry -p . ?7) 
2 .Che. ical a bs tracts. vol. 15 , p. 781 
3 . rinor, ,,. • - ,J. Phys . vol . 19, p . 9 -10 ( 1921 ) 
4 .. Ra·~say, ·.Jilli m - Che!!l . Ztg . vol . 33, p . 26 - 2 ( 1909) 
5 . Curie , !;!arie s ., dtscovered radium in 1899.( ~· ec ond Year College 
Chemistr y - \ . H. Chapin , p . 120. 
6 . Rut horford, B. - ,Tatur e vol . 104 , p. ;J26 (1919) 
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tro1ersy, had its origin ln the chemis try o.f the radioactive 
elements . 
1
; ' hether or not tra nsmutation is a realit-y, there is 
a growing bel·ef in its possibility. t p~esent all effort 
in t h is direction is not based on theory alone . but on sound 
scientific observat ions. It was n ot the desire for gold t hat 
1 
led Liethe to beliove that mercur ·.v could be transmuted into 
~old. This idea is well expressed by 1Uethe himself in the 
2 
followin g quotation: 
"Dass dnr gefundene Zerfall des Quec}{Silheratoma--
. ..-eni ~stens vorerst --keine v1irtschaftl"!.che Bedeutung hat , bedarr 
it 
keiner I-;rwa. gung . Jedcr ~edanke in diesf~r Rl chtung 1st zum 
It 
mind es ten kuhn.'' 
The c~ose relationship between these elenents , as 
can be seen from their position in the poriodic t able, un-
doubted l y must hnve caused hir.1 to suppose that the disintersra.-
tion o:f me rcury would pr()bably give gold as one of' the products . 
I ndeed , it was from c ertain observed facts concern ing the 
3 
isotopes of mercury that caused n agaoka to write t he fo l lo ling 
long be:fore publication of r 1ethe ' s . work: 
nIt ._ 'hould be pointed out that if the a bove assu.'Tlption 
as to the ,,.ercury nucleus be valid, we can perhaps realize the 
dream of the alchemists by striking of:f n hydrogen proton from 
t h e nucleus by alpha-ra.:rs or by some othHr po'!lerful method of 
disrupt ion . '' 
1 . ~ iethe , A.- !atur issensha:ften,. vol. 12, #29, p 597-B {1924) 
2 • .r. :Lethe, A . - ibid vol . 12 , # 29, p . 597- 8 (1924 ) 
3 . Nagaoka, H. Nature vol . 113, p. 459-60 (1924) 
II The i~ge of lch emy 
A. The Ancien t Alchemists; 
General History of Alchemy: 
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Tho study of chemistry in the earlier times was 
quite different from what it is today. In fact,. the differ-
ences tn view of the earlier times and the present 1s the 
basis upon which t he h istory of chemistry is divided . mhe 
earlie r period dates bac k ±"'rom the middle of the seventeenth 
1 
cen tury to the time or the Egyptians,. about 500 B.C .During 
t his t ime, chemistry :ms practiced a s an art . 'i'here is an 
abundance of evidence to show that the Egypttans had some 
kno #'le ·ge of the nny c hemical processes. It is true that 
many of these came accidentally and mre a pplied to practi-
cal results; h o ever, no at t empt ,,-;as made t ·O systematize 
the lmo ¥ledge so gained, and to deduce some c.omprehensi ve 
scientific explanation .from those processes . '1'hene people 
kn ew how to anufacture ~luss , soap a nd dyes. 'l'hey kne a 
r:1 .. ea t deal about metallurgy ,. f .. or such ·:1'\etals as go l d, s i lver , 
mercury , copp ,r ,. iron , tin , and lead ·1ere far.1iliar to them . 
In fact,. at the beginning of t he Chr istian era , chemica l 
!;.no,. ledge of these proces se s was :vell developed. 
·r<;ven a mong the more c u ltured nat ions o:f 1;urope , 
Greece a nd Rome , simil a r conditions existed. No errort was 
ma de by them t o organize their knowledge or to ·explain t ho 
1 . .~eyer , r.~rns t v . History of Chemistry. fi ' Gowan's English 
Transla tion - p. B - 30. 
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various technical processes. t.oreover. the lack of i nform-
ation of the different c hemical processes by means of defin1te-
ly planned experinents did not deter these people from spec-
ulation . It ~ras Aristotle who formulated the theory of the 
four "elements '' , 1hich influenced the development of chemistry 
and held sway, not only during this p{~riod, but throughout the 
middle ages to the middle of the 17th century~ 
a. Origin and Signs o.f Alchemistic Ef:forts . 
Aristotle b(}lieved that there were only four "elements " , 
each of which possessed two specific properties . The 11 elements'' 
were ·mter, fire , earth and air . The two properties of water 
were wet and cold; fire, hot a nd dry; air, wet and hot , ,. hile 
those of earth \"'ere dry and cold. A simple examination of 
the relationship bet.ifoen the prop~rtios of thHse so-called 
elements will show· cl~arly why the Ancients bel ieved thvt it 
was po3s ble to con vel~t the 1 into each other . This t heory 
undoubtedl y prepared the Minds of these peopl e for the r e c ep-
tion of the bolie.f in transmutation . It r ea lly ma rkf..ld the 
beginning of the development of the idea of t l:"a.nstm.Ita tion, 
for it iaS just abmt.t nt t h is time that tho first at t empts to 
transmute the baRe me tals i nto the noble ones were made in 
1 
Egypt . 
O:f course~ it is impossible to give the exact time 
and pl • ce of the rise of alchemy as its origin is l ost in the 
1. Armitage , 1:<~ . P. - History of Chemistry, p.2 
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mist of the past. It is definitely known that the Chinese 
h~ d some kno lledge of' chemical facts at an early date . Ho -
ever , on acc ount of t "t·eir policy of isolrtt on,. outsiders -vere 
not influenc ed by it .. 'I'h~ origin of a lchemy is, there!' or(, , 
credited to the Egyptians because the earli .st r ecor ds of' the 
science or art, as it va s then knovn~ were to be found t here. 
Several sources giving d escriptions of alchen y are preserved 
1 
by tl1e Leyden papyrus, a docu..'11ont ctri tten about 300 years A.D. 
Other writings of the Alexandrians , 300-700 A.D . e.re suffic ient 
evidence for the histor i cal proof of the origin of alch~my . 
b - mhe orios and Problems of the Alchemistic Period. 
!:Jes id es the Ar istote.l ian theory, there uere many 
other theor ies and g neralizat ions on the nature of mat t er 
w.ic h influenc~q the alchemical period. At one time it ~as 
be lieved that i·ater was the funda t'lental princ.iple of all 
2 
thin>;s . Thales ~ \7hO studied sc ienc e under certain Fgyptian • 
priests expounded t his doctrine . So gr ea t vms the influence 
of this doctrine that it p·rsisted down to the eightRenth 
century . At t his t ,e , such men as Boyle, Priestly , 
Lavoisier , and others, at tempted to prove or disprove it. 
Other ancient philosophers believed that air was t he primal 
e lement , \Vhile others t aught t hat :fire or earth was. It is 
evident that these men all agreed that a c ommon principle 
ms the basis of all matter . 
After alchemy or the theory of transmuta tion had 
1 .. .. eyer, Ernst, v. op. cit . l' Gotan•s r.:nglis h Translation ... 
p. 26. 
2 . Thorpe, l<'dward, op . cit. p .. 19-20. 
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firmly ta en root tn the minds of the philosoph~rs~ the big 
problem con~ont ng them was to find or discover orne sub-
stance that, through its magic powt~rs ~ would not only trans-
r.rute the base metals into gold at'ld silver, .but would also 
serve as a cure for all ills and thus prolong llPe. So 
great was the desire for a stbstanoe that would bring health, 
:realt 1 and long li1'e, that t h e alchemists over- estimnt ~d every-
1 
thing that looked like transmutation. As has bflen pointed out 
before, these people 1ere acquainted with the art of manufact-
uring and coloring glass, also with the art of metallurgy . 'l'he 
fact that a small amount or some substance~ added to a la.r g 
mass or g l ass or metal induced a dP.f'inite color, :night have 
led the ancients to oelieve that such a substance - the 
2 
philosopher's stone -existed. f.i'he a l c homists orked hard 
at their problems; they labored and strove by all imaginable 
means to attain the philosopher's ston~. Their effort, h 
over, was not nltogflther in vain., for it had the eff'oct of 
largel y extending the area of the t hen existing kno?ledge of 
chemical fae ts. 
c - Evidence Conducive to Belief in 1ransmutation. 
Although it seems somewhat surprising that aloh ny 
may have ha.d 1 ts origin in J.:. gyp:t~ a c ountry representing a 
high degree of culture and one in which the chemical arts 
were practiced,. it must be remembered that there as an 
3 
abundance of evidence conducive to belief' in transmutation . 
1 . .Paneth, Fritz,. Sc ience , vol. ti4, 409•17,. ( 1926) 
2. Armitage,. F. P . History of Chemistry., p .4 
3. II I U ibid p .3 
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For example 7 the deposition of copper on iron at nails left 
in copper rnines ,. led t he alche ists to believe thn t tra.nsmu-
tation of the iron into copper had been ef ected . 
tht:)re ,;ere othc~r examples, such as the transformation of 
copper into yellow or v1hi te alloys by meann of the earthy 
substances, cadmia and arsenic. Finally, when an alloy 
of l ead or an amalgam of mercury was strongly boated, a 
residue or gold or silver remained behind. ThesP. evidences, 
coupled with the doctrine of ristotle and a deeply l"Ooted 
prejudice in favor of every kind of occultism, played an 
mportant role in the development of the b~lief in transmu-
tnt ion. 
d - The Spread of Alchemy .. 
Alchemy soon spread £rom Egypt to t he Romans, and 
t h en to '~ thens ,. •vhere t he Hellenic mind infll.umced so r,rea. tly 
the arts of operative chemist r y. rom Athena, it spread to 
constantinople and then to _rabla. In Arabia, experimental 
alchemy developed rapidly. and, as a result, chemi stry made 
considerable progress. I> t this time, about the middle ages, 
t h e literature ~as augurnented gl"(~atly by tlle addition of a 
1 
number of chemical facts. Geber, an Arabian physician, was 
chief among the contributors o!' this period. There a re other 
notable names in the history of' Arabian, alchemy . lliese are 
hazes and Avicenna• From Arabia, alche y soon spread to 
the countries of 1.Vestern Europe, whore such men as .. !a gnus, 
Bacon, Lally, V1llanovanus, Valentine and others devoted 
t he ir lives to it. 
1. Thorpe, :dward, op. c it . p. 32-45. 
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B. .>!odern Alchemists. 
Apparently alchemy wo. s never entirely given up .. 
Though it fell in disrepute, it kept pace with chemistry 
during the development of the latter. At present alchcm-
ical ideas are in full S\ting, und though a great deal o.f 
the present- day doctrines are in error, there is a growlng 
belief in the possibi l ity of transmutation . This belie~ 
1 
r~ s been strongly supported by present- day research . Little 
need be said of the sincerity of the present-day invP-stigators . 
Research has resulted in the establishment of such theories as 
tre Bohr theory, the theory of isotopes, the electron t heory 
and others, all Of which seem to b e pointing in the same 
direction, that is, all matter is bused on a comnon principle . 
III Spont~neoua Transmutation 
A Radioactivity 
1'he discovery of several of the radioactive ol menta 
at the close of the 19th century opened up many n Jw avenues 
2 
in the field of chemistry and physics. In 1896 Bequerel 
discovered that certain salts of uranian posaesse remarkabl e 
r..,.diating power .• As a result of this discov .ry, radio 
ch emistry, or • hat is co~only called radioactivity, developed 
ra pidly . 1\his development was further influenced by the dis -
covery and isolution of radium in 1899 by !:!m , . Curie . l<1urther 
s tudy or thorium, uranium and radium disclosed radioactive 
qualities, which r esulted in the discovery of a considerable 
1. Panetl1 ., Pritz, Sctence, vol •. 64, p. 409-17 {1926) 
2. Rut herford., B. J.iature - vol. 104, 226 (1919) 
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numbP.r of other radioactive substances. All these substances 
disclosed emission of radioact i ve emana tions or gases, and, 
also , t heir apparently remarkab le power' of conferring temporary 
1 
activity on all bodies in t he i r vicinity. 
1. The .~,ypes of Ra ys, {a } Alpha Rays. 
2 
Thr e type s of' rays arc given off' by t h e radioactive 
s u b s tances, and t h ese a re very similar to the types of rays 
produced in vacuum tubes. The first of these are corrunon l y 
called alpha-particles. r hey are similar to the canal r ays 
from a vaeuum tube, only, their speeds a1~e enormously g:z.•eater. 
They c onsist of helium atoms, which carry two unit positive 
char ges. 
! 
( b} Be t a-Ha ys. 
The second type of rays are identical in e very way 
wi t h t he cathode rays . Thes e are called beta-rays or p r t icles . 
These particles cnrry unit negative charges and have a greater 
penetrating po 1er than the cathode rays of the vacuum tube . 
This penetrating powll'er i s due to t he .fact that t h e y ha ve a 
grea t er speed than e1 t her t he cath od e or alpha .. rays. n ore-
o ver, t hese particles have no matter associa ted with t hem i n 
a ny r~ay . 
(c) Gamma rays. 
The third type of rays are called ganrna rays, and 
,, 
corre_spond to Rontgen rays, commonly called x -rays . 1i'hose 
r a y s a re n ot particl es, but wav·es, and are of s h orter ave 
1. Rut het"ford, E. Nature ... vol. 104, 226 (1919) 
2 . Chapin, \ . H . - cl econd Year College Chemistry - p. 120-122 
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length and greater frequency than X-rays. 
they are c onsiderably more penetrating. 
On this account~ 
r.ro illustrate radioactive transformations, let us 
take the successive stages which are produced by the d1ain-
tegration or radium. I:f radium or a salt of radium is 
placed in a vacuum~ minute quant.ities of a gas in addition 
1 
to the alpha-particles - helium 
-
are found to be given off. 
This gas~ wnich is called radium emanation, is much more 
active than the radium or radium salt from wh ich it is 
derived. It is called niton and is of high atomic weight , 
and possesses all the characteristic p~operties of the argon 
family of inert gases. ·rhough it is ch emically inactive, it 
exhibits great radioactive propf~rties~ for it soon dPcomposes 
into helium and the next member of the series, Radium • (Bee 
·rable I} In a similar n1anner Hadium A changes into Harl.ium B. 
T:!Xcept for- the s.low beta-rnys of radiUJl, only alpha-particles 
are given orr in the transf'orma1~ions from radlum to radium B . 
,n the other hand, only beta and gamma-rays are inv 1 ved when 
radium B change!:~ to radium c. This element is th most 
active of the series, for it quiclcly changes into 1~adium D .. 
In th.Ls transformH. tion a ll thr e types of rays D.l"•e emitted . 
The disintegration then proc ed. from radium D to radium r~ ,. 
to radium J:l"' - polonium - and finally to an inactive eler ent 
2 
whic h is probably lead. In rrable I t~he succesrtive stages of 
~,'Jisinte :Jratlon and atomic wc-~hts nre shwm. The period of 
acti.vity and t he lcind of radiation emitted , together" ith the 
ran e of the alpha-po.rticles, are also given. 
1. Valker, James, Introduction to Physical Chemistry,p. 383- 6 
2. Kimball, A.L. - College Physics, p. 537-8 
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Table I --:~ 
The Disintegration Series of Radium ·~ 
"tang(} ot 
Atomic Radiation Alpha-
Rlement 1_' e:t aht I'eriod Emitted Particle 
'-ol -~
Radium 226 2,000 years (Alpha and 3 . 3 em. (slow bota 
Fit on 222 3.9 days alpho. 4 . 2 ,. 
Ra .. A 218 3 min . a l pha 4 . 8 II 
Ra. n 214 27 ::i. in. (Beta and 
------( gamnJa 
Ra.. c 214 20 min. (Alpha 7 em. 
{beta 
( garrrna 
Ra. . D 210 16 . 5 years slo beta 
------
Ra .. E 210 s . days (Seta and 
------( garoma 
Ra . F 210 136 days alpha 3 . 8 em. 
Ha,. G (? lead ) 206 Infinite inac tive 
------
A. detail ed discussion of the uranium or thorium 
series ls unnecessary her8~ sinee tl1eir radioactive behavior 
ts based upon the same principle as t h e on. desc r ibeu. :.tbove 
in the case of radium. This cnn be readily se,n from a 
careful study of' Pig. I and li' ig. II .. !''rom Fig . I it cnn 
be s een that uranium is the parent of the actiniun and 
rad lum ~ e:t .. les . For a long tir.1e the position o:f actintum 
n t h e main scheme r)f changes occupied attention . The 
cunsta1t presence of relative quantities of uranium and ac-
- J i.nl •m 1n Ul. .. anlum .i rHn al lPd to the belie:f that actinium 
>!:· l'>'alkm·. J . Introduction to Physical Chemistry p . 386 .. 
P.age 13. 
n!l.lst be derived from uranium. On the other hand the thorium 
series is illustrat~d in Figure II. T o important and long-
lived products of this aeries are mes otho~ium and radio-
1 
thorium. These elements which wel"'e disc overed. by Hahn con-
stitute another source of very po·rerrul radiation. 
A moflt interesting point regarding these radioactive 
series is the nature of the end-product .. The ·final products 
of radium c ·2 and of the actinum series {Pig. I) have an atomic 
;;eight of 210, while the end-product of Radiurn C-1 have an 
atomic weight of 206. On the other hand, the final products 
of the thorium series give an atomic weight of 208 . on ac-
count of the close agreement of a tomic weight of the end ... 
product of radium 01, 206, ·lith the accepted atomic weight of 
2 
l ead, 206 .. 9, Holtwood suggested that the end products may be 
lead. 'This is ful .. ther supported by th, fact that radium D, 
3 
radio-lead, resembles perfectly inactive lend in all ita 
cl emi cal reactions, also that lead is invariably f'ound as-
soc :i.e ... ted VJ.:.th radioe.cti vo rninel'als rich in uraniurn. Th:..s 
\:.rQ ·ld assign tl:u•oo diff'e1•ent atomic ~'eights , 206, 208, 210 
to lend. Prom what is kn otm of isotopes, · hicll will be 
discus sou pre"'ently JJ it is quit # reasona.bl<} to beli~ve t 1a t 
lua.d may be repres ntecl in t hroe s1ch isotopic forms .. 
1. r utherford, E. op. cit. vol. 104, 226 ( 1919) 
2. Ki~ball , ~ . L . op~ cit. p. 537-8 
3 .. Soddy, F. Chemistry of Ra.d1os.c t1ve Ble, flnts, p .l06. 
. 
Urani um Y 
Act i nium A 
Actinium ~ 
Actinium D 
d Product 
~~-
i I uranium S eries~ ~ gur e • 
Uranium 1 
&Beta 
210 
Uranium X 
Uranium X 
Radium A 
Radium B 
~~ium C' ot---t 
Radium C 
Radium D 
Radium E 
Radi um F 
End Pr oduct 
End 
* Chapin, i' . H . Becond Year College Chemistry, p 126 
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alpha 
beta 
beta 
F 
Thorium 
Meso-Thorium 
Meso-Thorium 2 
Radio Thorium 
Thorium X 
Thorium Em. 
Thorium A 
Thorium B 
Thorium 
c; 
End Pr o-
duct 
I I . Thorium Ser 
alpha 
beta 
alpha 
alpha. 
alpha 
a l pha 
beta 
alpha 
* s 
Thorium D 
p g 15 
*Chapin , w. H. S econd Year College qhemistry# p . 127 
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8. ·Iaotopea. 'rho 01118~ ot I sotope 
The study ot two.d1oohem1•tey d1d not onlJ' cltac.loa~ 
lilany l'B.d1oaet1ve elementa, bl.lt, aa baa been p~~vtou.l7 atated, 
opened up maey a venuea into new f'1elda . or p~1oe and oh-.-
.tatr;r. one ot tthe portant tlelds so opened la ~bat 1nvolv-
t ng .1a.otopee. ~. c:onaequ.ence o~ thla dlacove17 • 1nterpNtat1on 
.ot the pet-1odtc law 1n the light and ~- ·of !llOde~Jn v!ewa or 
a:to lo ' atNct.ul'e waa made posa1ble. 
Th o~1g1nal oba&r.9fat1ona, upon which the 'the<U7 ot 
' l 
atomic d1a1ntegrat1on we~e £~at founded. were mBde on thoJt1um 
It was tound that thor-
1um waa continuously pr-oducing a new radioactiv-e aub:atance, 
t horium x. !hla substance as short ... ltved, and soon changed 
into thorium nanationa. wh ich 1n turn quickly changed into • 
aol1d, now lma.n a s. th:e aetive deposit. 
I n 1905• while extracting 1radi\Uil f'ro thorfanite, 
Ra , a7 and Hahn dtscoverred a ne1r rad1oaot1ve .ele ent .. which 
·they called ad1otllor1urn. 'fhls au.batanoe waa .touncl to be 
the di-rect parent ot thoro1wa x. Many ohemlsta attempted to 
aepattat.e thf.a element tl'Om thorium, but tound tt lmpoas1ble 
to dQ so b7 any known chemical means. Late~, in 1907. Hahn 
diacov·. red meaotbo~lum wh1oh changed into meaothorl 2-. Th1e 
au'bstano·e being sho~t-11'f'ed q·u1oklV changed into rad1otbor1ua • 
. eeothOJttum• trom wh10.h n.d1otb.or1um 1• produced. 18 eaatly 
separated from thor tum; .however l'D.d1othor1um cannot be . 
1. odd7• F. Sol . Montb.l.y •. vol .. 17. p. 305-1'7 (1923) 
,. ~·· 
:aeparated troa thorlum by chemical Dtean.a. Stm1lar- examplea 
~ere aeon d1aco"ered among ~ad1um and lts produc1;s ·Ot ·die in-
tegration.. This i s illustrated .tn P1gure III by rad11un D 
and radium Q. To these elements w1.th d1.f'f'erent atomJ:c mass; 
and. which cannot be separated by any known chemical meana. 
Soddy gave the name 1eotopes. 
The word isotope, a.ecor.ding to Soddy11 slgn1t1.ea 
the tttua.me place" - equally- placed - 1n allua1on to .laotopea 
ocaypy1ng the aame plaee tn the per10d1c table. r·sotopes 
s ooB beoame known experi mentally aa elel'.llents with identical 
chem1eal properties whieh could not be separated by any 
chemical methQd • The d1f t1<Jul.'tf now· waa to find some 
means ·ot d1at1ngu1ah1ng between th& 1aotopes. 1th the 
f'Ul"ther development ot radiochemistry tHltne a speett-oscop1c 
method .ot analysis capabl e; for the first time, o.r- d1st.1ngu1ah,. 
ing between tha element&~ which. 1!6 identical <lhemtcall7 and · 
call ·oec\\py the same plac.e 1n t e . per1od1~ table ~ that ta. 
1 
d1stin,gu1&h1ng betwe·en the ta.otopea~ Radioac~1ve element•~ 
thereforea furnished not onlJ' the first exampl.e$ of 1aotopea~ 
bttti alsoj a method ot d 1at1ngu1ah1ng one :t.rOYA. tbe other~ 
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1 - Isotopes of Radioac tiv ~laments. 
The uranium series offers a very good example of 
isotopes . If uranium should be follo ed through its sue-
cessive stages of transformation., . it would be readi ly seen 
that the different disintegration products occupy different 
places in the periodic table. (See Fig. III .) It is ell 
1 
known that a loss of alpha particle will rosult in a loss or 
atomic mass and, as can be seen from the figure, will -shift 
t he position of an element tto places to the left. On t he 
particle othe~ hand, the loss of a beta;, t hough it does not result 
in a loss of atomic mass , will shift the position of an 
element one place over to the right. During succeesiv 
stages of disintegration, t herefore, an element, after being 
shifted over to the left by the loa s of alpha pa.r·ttcles, is 
f' r equently brought baclt to the group f'rom hich it started, 
but with a decrease in its atomic weight. Since the prop-
er ties of the ele:nents are periodic functions of their atomic 
weights, these elements should have similar properties . Por 
example, the properties of uranium-1 and uranium-2 s hould be · 
similar ; likewise uranium-X-I and ionium;also radium s . radium 
D, and radium G. This is found t o be the case; for as far 
as is known~ there is no chemical dir f erence bet een the 
properties of these ele . ents, t hough there is a d.ifff,rence of 
tour units between their atomic weights. Isotopes~ then, are 
identical in every way except in atomic mass . 
1. Uillard • . E. B.~ Physical Chemistry for Colleges - p. 370-72 
* Fi gure 111. 
J\t.GM'C G ~ 0 u.. f7 o .f the 
We•iht . . 0 1. 3 4 b '7 8 
206 
210 
214 
218 
222 
226 
230 
234 
._ Millard, E . B. : - Physical Chern stry, Page 371. 
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2. Isotopes of Non-Radio ctive Elements. 
1 . 
By t he use of t he positive ray, spectrograph, ov idenoe 
has been obtained to the effect tl~t a l ar ge number of non-
2 
radioactive elements exi st i n isotopic forms . !n 1919, ston 
reported the determination of t he masses .of the isotopes of 
a tmos pheric neon. Thi s showed that neon consists of a n ixture 
of t o isotopes of ntomic weight , 20 and 22, respectively . 
From this data and other evidence, 1 ston concluded that the 
atomic weight of neon, by t his method , is correct to bout 
one-tenth per cent., since it agreed closely with the accepted 
atomic weight, (20-200) which was determined chemically . He 
also asserted at this time that chlorine and mercury 1ere 
mixtures of isotopes. This he later showed to be t he case. 
Since then, Aston has done a great deal of oi'k along 
t h is line . ( See Table II). Ue has · found in the course of 
his work that of more than forty di f ferent values of tomic 
mass measured, all, without a single exception, fall on whole 
numbers . This , according to Aston, i s or great i mportance , 
for if this integer prove to be a general one, 1 t may do much 
3 
in explaining the ultima t e structure or matter . This view 1s 
4 
f urther supported by the foll¢wing quotation from Aston' s 
rec nt work on the isotopes or mercury. 
"These results have a direct bearing on the elair.:ts 
recen tly made that under special eondit ions mercury has been 
transmuted i nto gold by the addition of an electron to the 
J.. Millard, E. B., Physical Chemistry .t'"or Colleges - p. 3'74-375 
2 . Aston, ~ .w ., Nature - vol. 104, p. 334 ( 1919) 
3. Aston, P.w., ibid - vol . 104, p . 393 ( 191.9} 
4. Aston., F.w., Nature- vol. 116, p. 208~ (1925) 
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nucleus. I t is clear that if the gold were so formed, it 
would have an tomie eight a t least as high as 198, that 
is perceptibly higher than that of ordinary gold, 197 . 2 . " 
Table II. Isotopes* 
tomie Atomic ' ss a ot Isotopes 
Number ·tei@;t in order ot I ntensities 
H 1 1.008 1.008 
H 2 3.99 4 
B 5 10.90 11, 10 
c 6 12 . 00 12 
N '1 14.00 14 
0 8 1 6 . 00 16 
F 9 19.00 19 
Ne 10 20.20 20, 2 2, (21) 
Si 14 28.30 28 , 29 , (30) 
p 15 31.04 31 
s 16 32 . 06 32 
0 1 1'7 35 . 46 35, 37 
A 18 39 . 88 40,36. 
As .. 33 74 . 96 75 
Br 35 79 . 92 79,81 
Kr. 36 82.92 84, 86, 82, 83~ · 80, 78 
I 53 126 . 92 127 
X 54 130. 20 129, 132. 131, 134, 136 , ( 128) (130) 
Hg . 80 200.60 (197) 198, 199, 200, 202, 204 
Numbers in brac lf:ets are provisional. 
-~ Aston, F . W. , Nature, vol. 107, p. 334, ( 1 921 ) 
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IV. Artificial Transmutation 
A. Early Attempts at rtirieial Trans tation 
The abundance of' research work that haf.i been done 
in the field of' radiochemistry since the close of the 19th 
century, has fUrnished sufficient proof that transmutation 
or atomic disintegration is constantly going on in nature, 
at least among the radioactive elements. The work of' such 
invest it~n tors as Ru therr ord , Soddy , Ra ,.say and a score of 
others can leave no question in the mind of anyone about 
this . 
fact . 
Today spontaneous transmutation is an established 
With this achievement,. ho ever, ca e the awakening 
or the alchemical idea of transmutation . ~en once more 
began to speculate as to the nature and structure of matter, 
as they believed they saw in the establish-r. ent of this f'act 
the possibility or artificially transmuting the elements . 
Ho ·ever, t he speculations of the investigators of this 
period are not analogous to the speculations of the alchem-
ists~ '!'he theories of today are based upon sound scientific 
principles and present-day research. 
It has been. pointed out bef'ore that a l arge number 
of a ttempts at transmutation ha ve been mad within the past 
1 
t·ven ty years .. n a msa attempted transmutation of' the elenents 
by subjecting solutions or copper salts to radium emanations. 
He reported the f'ormat1on of lithium as a result or his ex-
2 
periments. Mme. Curie and Mlle. Gleditch r e peated Ra say's 
1. Ramsay • • iilliam. Chern. Ztg. vol. 33~ p. 26-7 
2. Curie and Gleditch Compt. rend. - vol. 147. 345-9 (1908) 
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experiments. Before doing so, hov;ever, :rnfl. Curie carried 
out a series of experiments 1hieh led hflr to bolieve that 
t r a ces of llth ium v•ere to be t'nund in all elements . !::ihe and 
her co-·1orkor then purift.ed copper sulphate, mak:Y.ng it lith i um-
free, and bombarded it ith radium emanations. 1 f'ter analysis 
of the flnal products, no lithium cmtld be detected, and 11' 
any wer present, it must ha ve bPen present to an amount less 
t han . 6 x 10-5 • Some tim~ later Hamsay, himself, admit t ed 
that he was in error . The·se experiments were follo ed by 
innumerable others , t he most important of which dll be dis-
cussed here. 
a .. Recent Investigations 
1 . Disintegration of !: itrogen by Hutherford and C 1adwiek . 
In recent years Rutherford has done an enor ous 
a mount of work in the .field of' atomic disinte, ration. He 
1 
and h is c o-worker Chadwick have reported the successful 
disintegration .or a large number of elements by means or 
the alpha-pa:t>ticlE~ . {~ee Table !II.} The a paratus used 
by these investigators is n very simplt~ one. It consists 
of a brass tube about thr<.e cent i meter-s in diameter. 'l'his 
tube is f'it.ted itll stop CQcks, the purpose of which is to 
permit complete circulation of dry gas within. i ·> t one 
end of t he tube is a smal l hole whlch is covered ith a 
t h in silver plate .. The zinc sulphide screen upon wh ich the 
1. Rutherford and Chadwick. Nature - vol. 107 , p . 41. 
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scint i llatirms are obser ved , i s pl a c ed about 1.3 mill i -
meters from t he open ing, thus l eaving a slit into which an 
absor bing screen of mica can be i nt r oduced. The radio-
ac t i ve source i s f'i t t ed on t he end o.f a rod in or·der t o per-
mi t var i at i on of the distances f rom the screen at any time. 
1he rhole a pparatus was then placed in a strong ma gne t ic 
fie ld . This was done t o cut down the luminosity 1hich d e -
ve l oped from the beta particles. 
In the preliminary experim nt s Rut herford and 
Chadwick encountered many diffi culties. On account of poor 
optical instruments through hich t he scintillations tere 
observed 11 1t was impossible to definitely conclude t hat t he 
particles emi t ted vmre hydrogen atoms. Improved optical 
condit ions, however, d i d not only s how that the ·SC i ntilla-
tions ~ere hydrogen a toms, but t hey enabled the observers, 
Rut her f ord and Chadwick, to def'initely measure the range of 
t hese particles. By preliminary experiments t hey de termined 
t he range of the hydrogen atoms arising fitom hydrogen or 
hydrogen compounds as a result of bombardment Yl ith alpha-
part icles. They found t ha t scint i lla tions arising from 
hyd r ogen or hydrogen compounds could be observed through an 
absorbing scre en of mica, t he thickness of wh ich corresponded 
to about 29 e ms. in air. In other words, hydrogen _atoms 
arising from hydrogen or hydrogen compounds ha.vo a maximum 
r an ge corresponding to 29 ems. in air. \'Jhen, however, 
simila r observa tiona were made through a mica screen of more 
t han 30 ems. no scintilla tions could be observed. In late r 
experiments, t herefore, mica screens corresponding to 32 
e ms. in a i r were used, also the powerful alpha-partie les 
f -roa Ra41wa a which ba•· a range ot V ems... 1n a1r. The uae ot 
such screens enabled llutherf'ord and Obad•1ck to elblinate 
completely all forma of h)'dl"og&n contamination that Dllght 
have a,.-1aen rx-om hydrogen or hydrogen compounds. 
The tube waa ttlled with a ·tr and the alpba-partiolea 
were allo.red to pass into. it.- OeJ."!tain long range particlaa, 
wh ich e.ould be detected b7 the1P ae1ntf.llat1on' on the zinc 
sulphide acreen were observed. When . oxygen or cal'bon d1ox1de 
waa aul)stit'lte4 toll' ftir, no eo1nt1llat1ona ere . obaerved.-
Pure nitrogen waa next aubj'e¢ted to bo~nt. Scint1ll.a-
tton& • a1mlla;r t~o those in air., aoon appea-red.. Proa the 
detl.ectton of these pa:-ttclee 1n the. magnetic t1el.d~ these 
· n conc.luded that the part1olea • .from all appearancea, 
resel!lbled Chat'cged hydrQgen atoms, indicating the dia1nt&S"t• 
t1on ot the nitrogen atoms. The range ot theso pa~tlclea ot 
nitrogen were then -compared w1th hidrogen ·a to•. ~'Dh were 
aet in motion bJ' the ba.bardDlent ot ~drogen with alpha-
pat-tiolee. P.ro.m th1e OOJ'IP&r1•on Ru.the:rtord •nd Cbadw1ck · 
- . . 
W&re able to :atate d-et"1n1tel1 that the h;'drogan ato!'l8 trom 
nit~ogen had a gl"eater range than the hydrogen atoms from 
hydrogen. For example:r- the }\ydrogen pari;lo.lea, wh1eh wel'e 
liberated trom the b.74l"ogen. had a range coneapondtng to 
29 or, !0 conttme~~r• 1n air, while thoae l1b.a.rated .tr-om 
nitrogen had a range o.t 40 cent1zaeter•. 
!fh18 experlment, therefore • opened up the way to 
.other-. on a number ot the dit:f'erent elements. ~he •teriala 
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used :vere eith(~r in the form or a gas or a film of n oxide or 
the elements . A numbAr of elements were examined and defi-
nite evidence was obtained as to whether or not l.ong range 
1 
p·-~rticles overe liberated. From Table II! it can be seen 
that e leroonts, ,,vhose atomic weights are multipl re of 4, ga ve 
no effect; als·o no effect was obtained from a numbe r of 
elements with atomic weights higher than that of sulp~ur . 
Element 
Lithium 
Gluc1n1um 
Boron 
Carbon 
f1 itrogen 
Ox ygen 
Fluorine 
Sodium 
Aluminium 
S ilicon 
Table III 
Atomic 
>i&ight 
6 . 94 
9 . 10 
10.90 
12 . 00 
14 . 01 
16 . 00 
19 . 00 
23 . 00 
27.10 
28 . 1 
Phosphorus 31 . 04 
Sulphur 32 . 06 
Chlorine 35 . 46 
Potassium 39 . 04 
Calcium 40 . 0? 
Titanium 48 . 10 
f."anganese 54 . 93 
Iron 55 .84 
Copper 63 . 57 
Elements Examined.;~ 
No . Scintillations 
J.-1aterial Per mr!' . for . 
Li2 0 
Gl 0 
B 
c Og 
Air 
02 
Ca. Fr.> 1::. 
Ua20 
Al,.A1203 
5 1 
P.(red) 
S;S02 
Mg Cl2 
K Cl 
Ca 0 
Ti203 
A'U 02 
Fe 0 
cu 0 
! i c roscope Used 
. 15 
. 7 
.. 4 
. 2 
. 7 
----
-----· 
4ax. Range of 
.- l pha- Parti·· 
cle s i n Air 
45 
____ _. 
40 . 
40 
42 
90 
65 
1. Rutherf'ord and Chadwick, ·nature , vol . 113, p . 457 (1924) 
* Rutherford - na ture - vol . 109 p. 584 
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2. Disintegration of tungsten by Viendt and Irion. 
Ruthorford's work brought wi th it recognition 
of atomic difJintegration and,. also, establishment of a tomic 
decomposition. Furthermore, astronomical evidence has 
b l?en presented to show that heavy a toms are not at all 
stable at high temperatures. These led Wendt to believe 
that d isruption of the atom needed laboratory c onf'irmation , 
and to attempt the decomposition of tungsten at h i gh tern-
pera tures. 
1 
1
·"/endt a nd h is co-worker, IJJ1on, gave a detailed 
description ot the .whole apparat~us llaed .• However, only 
tha t portion of the appa~atue in which disruption actually 
took place need be described here. The explosion crAmber, 
which is shown in Figure IV., is spherical 1n f'orm and made 
of pyrex glass. It has a volume of about 300 cubic cent!-
meters. The pel"'fect spherical form is essential on account 
of the fact that it is subjected momentarily to a tremendous 
out.rard pressure •. The large sid e tube sh own in the f igure 
is the neck at which the bulb 1as sealed after exhaustion. 
The s maller tube, l'lhich is directly opposite, has a ·third 
e lectrode se~led in it. This tube served for the spec t ro-
scopic examination or the gas, while one of the other two 
eleetrodes was used as a terminal for the exciting indue-
tion coil. All three or the electrodes are constructed 
·according to the smaller diagrams shown. The· shaded por-
t1on., "bi' is the electrode 1 tself. It is made of B & S 
# 20 tungsten wire and is firmly sealed through pyrex glass. 
The thick layer," a,''represents pyrex glass, while,." o," is the 
1. 'iendt and Irion. J. Am. Che!!I. S oc. vol. 42, p. 903. 
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h ole into which t he fine wire for expl osion i s placed . It 
has a diameter of .343 rnm ... and i s .7o em. deep. All of 
the electrodes are sealed in. 'rhis method of sealing in 
the e lectrodes has two advantages. In the f'it•st place, 
all ch ances of air leaking inwardly are excluded; se condl y , 
it prevents libe ration of gas f:rom the electrodes that might 
be due to the heating effect of the explosion. 
Two methods of explosions were used in these ex-
perimen ts. 'l?he first m.e t hod of ex plosion was to explode 
t h e :11re in a vacuum. This met hod mad it possible t o ex• 
amine the gases formed spectrosc.optcally, without opening 
t he bulb. rrhts proved to be very rigorous in excluding 
all forms of impurities. After adJustment of the f'ine 
tungsten wire the bulb was h i ghl y evacuated,. since it had 
been found that the current had the tendency to arc t hrough 
t he gas instead of going through the rire; in thi s way the 
current would have escaped the resistance of the wire and 
incomplete combustion would have resulted. During the 
evacuation, a cur rent of .2 a mpere was passed t h rough the 
electrode s and the ire for fifteen hours. Taking i nto 
consideration t he diameter of the wire and the a mount of 
current passed tl~ough, it is reasonable t o conclude that 
the temperature of the ~ire was above 2000 degrees. This 
was done in order to drive of'f all dissolved or absorbed 
gases f'rom the wire, particul ~rly hydrogen, with which t he 
wire was treated in the process or manufacture, and also to 
0.rive oi'f any helium that might have arisen from impurities 
Page 28. 
·:".: 
Pigure IV. Explosion Chamber* 
> 
I 
· Pigure · V. Jaen icke Mercury Vapor Lamp# 
it endt and Irion. J. Am. Ohern. Soc. vol. 42, p.903. 
# Stammre ioh, H.· Naturwissenschaf'ten, vol. 12~ p. 744 { 1924) 
.of thorium in the r'!etal. 
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1he bulb so evacuated showed no 
spectrum nor fluor scence, and no .conductance mhen it was 
connected to a :fifty thousand volt induction coil. In 
f'aet, all t he bulbs used in t hose experiments maintained 
t h is condl tion f'or a p •,riod or twelve hours . 
The bulb was then connected and the wir was ex-
ploded by the passage of thirty thousand volts through it. 
The wire disappeared in a brilliant flash. The bulb was 
then examined spectroscopically. Strong green lines or 
mercury appeared. This was probably due to the back 
diffusion or mercury vapor from the pump. The only other 
line that was uniformly present w s the strong yello: line 
of helium. This was positively identified by comparing 
it with the spectrum of a tube of helium operated on the 
same circuit. A few OthE"..r fainter lines that ere not 
identified were present .• 
The second method was that of carrying out the 
explo.sion in a n atmosphere o:f carbon-dioxide. It has been 
pointed out that the vacuum method ~as very rigorous in ex-
eluding contaminat ion, however., it did not p ermit the measure-
ment of the volume of gas :formed, nor the collection o.f quan-
ti ties of the gas for chemical analyses. In this. methOd 
the bulb was essentially the same, only it was provided with 
inlet and out l et tubes at the top and bottom. After filling 
it with carbon dioxide at atmospheric pressure the wire as 
exploded as bef'ore. A great quantity of g&s formed, its 
volume boing about 26,500 times grf!ttter than the volume of 
the wire. Before successful analyses could be carried out. 
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the samples of gas collected ere lost accidentally . •. ore-
over, the experimen ts could not be eontinu d on account o.f 
illness of the senior research partner, Dr. 1 ·~ndt. 
3. The Transmutation of !~eroury into Gold. 
Rutherford' a and ~ endtt s work. was closely 
1 
follovred by that of Ui ethe, who J:•eported in 1924 the sue-
cessful transmutation of mercury into gold .. Soon a l arge 
number of other i n ve stigators repeated ~lethe's experi.rru:.;nts 
in order to confirm his results. ._, ome reported successf'u.l 
t ran smutation ~rhile others reported ne .,at1ve r~sults. Besides 
t11e t he and S tammreich, Na goaka has reported successful trans-
nnltation, while on t t.e othar hand , Thiede, SchleAde, a nd 
Goldschm1o.t, and Sheldon and Estey ha ve repo1•ted ne8ative 
results. Indeed a controversy has developed which may r·e-
quir e considerable time before the entire situation is 
settled. 
(a) !. lethe's and Stal!ll!lreich ' s r1ork. 
I.~ike all great discoveries. ! lethe's discovery 
of t he transmutation of mercury into gold came to him ac-
cidentally. ~·;hile working with the mercury from t he 
Jaenicke lamp \"Which was burned :for some time~ .Uethe noticed 
that at"ter distilla tion of• this mercury a black residue 
rema ined. on treating this residue· with nitric acid, h e 
noticed that i t did not go into solution. He then subJected 
1. 1 .. 1ethe, A. Na.turw1ssenscha£ten. vol. 12, p. 597 (1924). 
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this 'black i n oluble s~bstnnce to chemical analysis and later 
fmmd " t to be gold. He and his assistant, S tammreich, 1m-
med iately forrmJ.lated a plan ot research L."l ot>'der t o find the 
origin or source of this gold. 
'l'his inv.ostige.tion was begun in April, 1924, 
with the occasional co-opot•atian of the .. nuf'acturer of the 
lamp--Herr Jaenicke. 1· ~any preliminat•y expel.'iments were 
carried out. In some of t hese exp~riments it was round that 
better results ··el"e obtained then the lamp was bur-rwd at at-
mospheric press:tU'e than at diminished pressure .• It · as 
u lso noticed tl1.at under unstable oper·ation conditions,. the 
formation or gold was greatly ~avored. F~or instance, gold 
was not de tee ted after each run; Uethe reported that in some 
c ses \\'here the lamp riaS allo 'led to burn undisturbed for a 
long tim , the operation ,yielded hardly a detectable quan-
tity of gold, ·hil in other cases · het~e the lamp was cap-
ably opr,rated, often i'or a much shorter time , a consider-
a ble quantity of gold resulted. Another point noticed in 
these early experiments was that concerning the expenditure 
of energy. It was noticed tlmt the quantity of gold for~ed 
during the operation of the lamp was not consistent with t he 
a mount of energ'J expended. ll i ethe and Stammreich therefore 
. ained t he i!!!press1on that it was not ao much the a n!ount of' 
energy expended that accounted for the aold formation, but 
tile manner in hich the energy was expended~ 'l'hese con-
d1tions and others which were observed., led Uiethe to the 
1 
following conclusions which rr_~ny best be oxpresned in his 
own vords ; . 
1. !1etlu~, A,~ op. cit. vol. 12, P• 597 (1924) 
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"'1. Goldbildung is t prinzepiell an k~ine b e st-
i mmte elektrisch e hntladungsf'orm gebundtm. 
''2 . Die Goldbildung 1st e.n eine Entladungszust and 
gebundon, be i d e r·wen Vo:r-handensein bzw. period i schor ze i t-
!! licher Wiederkerw d ie gob ilde te Goldr:lenge de r S tror1a tarke 
und d e r zelt proportional ist. 
"3. Rei jeder vd<'l auch imr1 r gmrfih lten Rntla• 
dungA.fOl":-n ist ei.n gewisser S pannungsa bf'all bzw. eine 
b estirmnte Blektronengoechwindlgke i te n otwend1J5um analytisch 
nachweisbare Goldmengen Zll zeu ~~en .. '! 
Shortly a.ft er Hiethe'a report of his preliminary 
1 
worl-: , h is co-worker, btarmnreich, published a 1 .. cport i n ·1hich 
t h e procedure and results of the experiments were given. The 
lamp i s mad1. 01 quartz and i ·s constructed as shown in 
F i gure v. ?he tube or the lamp in trhich the arc is rormed 
has a diameter of 20 rmn., wh ile the thickness of the mll is 
2 mm. It is provided with two doublo-walled cool :..n g vessels 
e ach of _,h ich 1s connected 11th an upright tube. In these 
tubes are trto c arbon pegs (c and d),. firmly set in ascending 
iron leads, through which the current is supplied. The peg 
"d ,, is tightly fit ted in, wh ile rt c" 18 suspended by th 
nut 'e" , so as to regllla.to the tlo·:r of ruarcu:ry in t h e l!imp .. 
S t eel sprin~s hold t h e pegs in pla ce and both of the upright 
tubes are provided with metal -caps .• 
Th e mercury used wa s carefully purified by re-
pea t ed distilla tion ~n vacuum. It ·nas then tested nnd 
traces of silver we.re f'ound; no gold, ho'S'tever, could be 
d e tected. (.rh e quurtz tub~ ttnd. carbon electrodes vrere also 
1 .. Stamnreich, R. Naturwissenscbaften. vol. 12, p. '744 (1924) 
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subjected to t s ts, .1hic s ho•·1ed the presence o~ trac es o~ 
s ilv~r but no golo whatever. The ll"'On leads ~vere s tmi larly 
t~sted, but ne t.her silver n<>r go l d could be d tected . 
The burner, or lamp, ; a a +hen !'i.llod ·Ji th 
m .rcury, thQ peg " d '' tightly nset•ten and the nercury heated 
in the lamp with a colorless bunsen burner . .--l. fter removal 
of the gas bubbles, the peg "c" was put in plac e and the 
tu e wa.s closed with thn n atal cap. ""'ht~ lamp 1as opera t ed 
nn a 220 volt line. A variabl e resistance ~vas inserted i n 
the c ircuit ; oloc trode n c n wt.os tho pos i tive pole , while 
Pl ectrodtt tt d n ~1s the nngat1ve. 
To start the lamp t he circuit -~as clog eel v-d t h 
t he en tire r esistanco in . 
colum of mercury wit h about ? nmpores . The tube nas then 
heated at 1. olnt "a," until tho f r mHtion of mercury vapor 
separated the column .. At first t he P-ro. was a very short 
one, ho 0ver , it l~mgth~ned with t he increao~d tension at 
the electrodes, a nd the fulling off of the nuub <! r of 
a.r1.peres , unt il tho vapor pr .ssure and t he r~ss of' the 
vaporized marcury c or responded to the outside pran sure . 
T'J.is equilibr ium · as reached in a few _ in•1tes and was 
l7lll1nta1ned by o·.ttting out the resistance. J..his was done 
P:radually - a l)t t one to t wo ohMs ew.,ry ten minutes - a nd 
" ,, the arc w.g.s s· ·e c cssfully lengthened to poi nt b . It then 
mu intain~d a l er-gth o.f 158 em., an a c :mstant potential 
difference of' 165 volts . 
mhe gradual fo·r mation of the a rc to full 
length was n ot always succ.essful. The lamp must be care-
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fully loveled, f'or regula tion of tho fl<m or mercury at 
point "c '-' is very i mportant .. The l atter must be so placed 
or set that the m~n·oury can rall or rlne and, at the same 
time, not yield to sudden temperature changes in the tube. 
'rhe lamp was suitably operated on a '"'ater C<?Oled base at 
160-175 volts ., and 12.6 amperes continuounly '£or 197 hours. 
At the end of this operation tests wero r.: de for go .~..d . 
Pos:t t i'Te rosults were obtained. The amounts o:f gold ob-
tained frora the mnrcury- and different parts of t..h lar.tp 
are shown below: 
Prom en t hode chnmbcz• • • • • • • • .. .. .. .. • 0. 00016 mg .• 
From dist1lla.t1on or :mercury ••.• 0.082 mg . 
Total from 1.52 kg. of morcury 0.08216 mg . 
(b) Na.gaoka' s work 
l 
In September, 1924, Nagaoka repented lietb.e' a 
work u.s1ng different nppar tus. His investigation, con-
sisting of a series or exp' riments, lasted until t.fs.y ~ 1925. 
From observations of the Stark effect in ar:ea of different 
metals~ Nagaoka noticed that a strong f'ield in a narrow 
s~-.ce very near the metal was obto.L'rled with a t rminal 
voltage or 140... This led him to bol1BVe that it l'OUld. be 
possible to obtain with the same sppara~1s • an induction 
coil - a 1"ield sufficiently 1ntenso tor transmutation if' 
sufficient terminal voltage were applied. 
·----------- -·--~-------...---
1. llagaoka • H. Natu!"e, vol. 116" p. 95 ( 1925). 
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, n induction coil oapable of' produoin~ a spark 
of 120 em. in l~ngth -Nns used. In the f'irst experiments 
iron waa used as one electrode, o.nd a Vef:l .ael containing 
merc1.1cy as the other. I n order to keep t he terminal 
voltage sufficiently high with a short spark gnp, t he dis-
e }"l..ar ge was conducted in paratf'in oil. In this way, it 
was possibl~ to mainta~n a potent1•l difference o£ about 
15 x 104 vol t-contirneters., bntween t he eleotrod ~.s. .Lhe 
mArC'-l.ry ~na th()n bombH.rded by a {)on tinumts d!acha'!."ge. The 
mercury gradually turned into fine globulf! B, Tth1le gases 
and carbon particles w~re formed trnm the paraffin oil. 
S oon the mercury and the oil ware tho!'ottghly mixed into a 
black pnstcy mas-s. Aft er tour hou~s ot continuous bom-
bardment by the discharge, the produet was examined ch em-
ically by t he test of Cassius-punplo... To use 1 agaoka ' s own 
words. "The result wns decidedly posit1ve .• tt 
To clear away all doubts, the experiment was re-
pea ted wi th improved apparn.tus and undo!' improved exper1-
mental conditions. To gua.rd agninst contamination from 
t h e atmosphere~ the exp (')rlment a s c~: rried out in a room 
in which no gold experiments or work was e~er carried on. 
Tungsten carefUlly purified repla ced the iron as the upper 
electrode. The mereury was purified by chemical means at 
first,.. s.nd t hen subjP-cted to vacuum distilla.ti·: m several 
ti~s. All othe r materials used were c arefully exami ned 
by runnln-;; blanJ~ t es ts -on them. he loner electrode was 
Pa 36. 
u porc e lain ves sel c(mtJ.l. '.ining thP. eN: try aud oil. 'l'hi,:a 
esael was designed a nd made especially ror this exp r1-
nent. Glass vessels :rore too f ragile to withstand the 
great dischnrge nece s ry for t:Nlnsnut a tion, ,while bushing 
The all of 
~;he porcelain V(~~sel i" s about 2 :run.., i n tltiokn .ss nnd the 
capacity was a bout two l itera. It an provided with a long 
ne ck into whtoh tho upper ele ctrode dipped, und n s h -:>I•t tail 
:tnto ;1hlch the l0\7Gr ·tert.:d.nal was inserted. 
Af";er everything wna r:t· do :r ne.dy for ;..he .xper-
i ·· lcnt ,. the ne1--cm::~J •ms then b oi?lbarded by a cont inuous dis-
ch~rge f rom '!;he t duotion c ·oil, the potontlal lffel~ence or 
this di oc ho.rge bein t~ 150,000 volts/em . .. f'tar bombnrdment or 
the merour->J f'ol" ten or fifteen hours ,. a ap.,cial distillation 
flnslr was usod to sapal'ate tht,. c·a.t.'bon. oil and mere y · fr om 
Tho gold ~hich waa 
obtained f rom tho noroury se•~nc-<.1 to be abSol•bed by tho c arbon • 
. , 
~~n ')"l1ng that 1~1.tby glass i a obta ined lnda.s tr!a lly by heating 
glnns with - old~ small piooes of glass wero hl~atod .1ith the 
cn:rbon. Rub:'l 1· sff_. :i.dent;ical t o tht .. t proclaoed inch trially-. 
ua s obtained .. 
1 
(c) Th e liork of ',th1edo .. E.ichl _. ede arid Goldschm:tdt .. 
It will not be noc ... snnry to go into- a detailed 
discunaion of t he expcrim3ntal pr+oeedu.re and the rosults of 
Tl.Qso :no-n tried to 
transmute mere.ury tnto gold by duplicating ·as much aa they 
were able to M1ethe's experimental procedure and conditions. 
1. Thiede , Sohleede and Goldschmidt,. Ber . 59, 1629-41,(1924) 
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Tht:}y~ ~w,:ev~l, ob ,.!ltne d negative resultn .. The nn_;ara t cio 
l.L:,ed in the oxpur·i:·r.en.;s of' these 1nvoot1ge.tors wns ain1lar 
Tho r:tBrcu.ry 1.1ned was P' r1f'1cd according to the me tl10d em-
In sp:tte of the net 
that O V<~I' preenution '."Ta 9 llS~d 1n niS t11lr tion, tho d ts -
tilled nn•cu.ry ~tve p.ositlve tests o~ t h e prP.senea nf 
t:r.a(::es or gold,. Al l expnrhn(jnts trero then ca::r-x•icd out 
und0r etr1ct control of the o:tt1g1nal gold c ontent o~ t he 
me:rcury. All p:roved to be fallur.e.s a- fur ns transmta-
tion or the !il '1rcrn•y into gol d WHS Cl''tnC <:Jl'D .d. 
(d) Sheldon' s r.md Estey's '! ork. 
1 
Shold~Jn .a:td 1~stey, like 7h1od~ ~ Goldsc.hr.t:t.dt 
and S chl de, repeated H:lott'le's experiments, and o ... ta:tned 
'l'. rr. ~ e rU:t'.f'el'ent l runps ·:-vera used 1n 
t~ s~ exper 1~o1 ts . 
the se in. •esti 1 tO~'S in or der to avold some of the diff'1cul.t1es 
l a mp. The advantag~s .:.~ tho us e of' these lnmps lie !.n the 
es se of sta~ttng , t he tact tha t l ess n~bers or mn ter 1als 
wer_ ' s0d in constr uction, and the e limination or the 
pocKets or the German lamp . 
~h first lamp u3 ed wa.s an upright one, bent at 
th.CJ top. It \\·as ca~e.tully cleaned and . .filled :ri.th 25 cc. 
1 .. Sbte l don & k;stey Tn~ .. and Img . CLem: ; liews ed. vol. 4 ~ # 23, 
p.5-7 (1926 
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of mercur y . •rhe lamp as t hen s t arted under r educed 
press ure and a l lmved to run unt il atmospheric pres sure was 
r ea ched. \fter burnin g, not withm1t interruption, f or 
fif t y h ours and t en minutes at potential varying from 164 
t o 190 volt s and a current or 12 to 15 amperes, t h e lamp 
was a llowed t o cool, and both mercury and lamp examined . 
The condition of t he lamp is best expressed in the in-
1 
vestiga tors' own words: 
'' The lamp was deeply eroded with r:1any f' i ne pits, 
gi ving t he appearanc·e or coarse ly ground glass. Some 
parts of' this pitted surface \fere covered with a th in de-
pos it or ecn,. yellow or rusty mater i al. No bl ac k de-
pos i t was observed. 1 
Later tests sh owed that these colors l,'lere due 
t o compounds of' mercury and tungsten . 
Lhe mer cury a s t hen distilled in a c refully 
cleaned dist i ll ing apparatus. The r esidue after distil-
lation wa s heated in a crucible , to drive off any rema in-
i ng mercur y . The remnan t was s craped out, and blov. - pip ,d 
on a c harcoal block andi f inally t e sted. It gave t he comnon 
t ests for silver, but n e gative r e sults for gold. 'rhese 
investi gators t hen checked t h eir results by dissolvin g 
s mall quant i ties of g o l d l e a!' and t sted for gold as 
b fo re. 1r om these check t os t s t hey concluded t hat if 
nny mercur y as t rnns mu t fld int o gold, the a mount of' gol d 
for med ~as certa i nly les s t han 0 .• 005 mg . 
1. Sheldon a nd Estey , op. cit. vol. 4 , No. 23, p. 5-7.{1926 ) 
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The second lamp used was a ho~izontal one , 
designed to overcome some of the disadvantages of the first 
lamp used. This lamp was operated in the same manner as 
the first one . A.fter a little more than 30 hours opei•a-
tion of this lamp, the erosion was ao severe that the lamp 
cracked. ·rhe lamp was then emptied, broken into pieces 
and boiled in aqua regia. 'l'he mercury ;as distilled and 
tested as be:fore, with negative results. 'l'he 1 iqnid 
resulting liquid from the a.gua regia was then tested chem-
ically and spectroscopically, also with negative results. 
The third lamp used was imported trom Germany, 
built specially for this purpose by Herr Jaenicke, the 
manufacturer of the lamp used by l! ieth:e and Stammreich • 
. ;irections similar to those Of tUethe . accompanied the lamp. 
Re garding the ·carrying out of the-se directions, Sheldon and 
Es tey stated; "We followed all these directions ~ ~. xactly, ith 
t:he single exception that we . used . the perforated nsbflstos 
base !lnd fan described in a · :former paragrn.ph instead ot~ the 
water-cooled base me.ntioned by Miethe. n Af'ter operation of 
the lamp for ~71 hou1•s and 50 minutes· at a potential of 159-
1'70 volts and a cui-rent of' 11 .5 to 15 amperes, the lamp was 
cooled and the contents tested as before. Ito gold i'lhatever 
was detected. It must be mentioned tha t the black scum 
desci>ibed by Miethe, developed during the oporat~on of' the 
lamp. This , according to Sheldon and ~stey, was due to 
part of tlle c a rbon rubbing off' into powdP.r and carried into 
the body or the lamp as the. mercury flowed back and forth 
(See P'1g. v. carbon electrode c.) 
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4 .. ""he rans muta. t ion of' Gold into !:eraury . 
A vex•y: interesting experiment in tho tt•an s t:.IU-
1 
tat1on situation is one desc r ibed 'by G sch lor. - the trans-
mutation of gold into mercury. ' ssuming tha t .Uethe and 
; g oka. a.nd ot ers obta ined gold from m~t-cury by t1e 
spl 1tt1I g off of a hydrogen mucleus from the mercury o.tan, 
.. asch l or uttempted the reverse pz•oc nas , ·1hich he cons1dors 
i s ident ica 1 t o t1•ans 1.1t tion. 
peri.ont , howevor, l t must be atatoo t ht. t Gasohlcr claims 
2 
priority over f 1etb for the transmutation of mercury into 
gold . fl i . claim is bused on t he desol'"i ptton of the dis-
c ov r y in a manuscript deposited under G .. 56485 4/12 h . on 
. ·a 3, 1 22 1n the German Govern:cent Patent Of~1co . 
Going back to the expe:riment above stated , t hat 
of trans~.1Ut1ng gold into neroury ~ Gasch ler s ucce eded in de-
reloplng high speed hydrogen nuclei u.s canal ra:ts .for th1s 
purpose . 'fh1s \'.la s dt):-le i n a ~lass tube 50 em. l ong and 4 
em. in diameter . About 3 e m_. bohind a aieve-l1ke oathod · of 
alur.1lnium a gold foil ;vas spread out, every precaution being 
taken to prevent contamina tion 'by met•cUPy. He then sub-
jccted tho go l d toil to bomba r dmont by t hese hydrogen nuclei 
:Cor 30 hours, at the end of wl 1ch t 1me he examined the tube 
SJ'€~C troscapically. The s pec t rur1 of t he tube sho·md plainly 
1. 0 seh l er , ; . z. :.lec t roohem, vol.. 32 ~ 18"-7. 
2. Gaschle r, A. liature., vol. 116 ~ p. 396 -7 {1 925) 
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the presence of mercury lines. As the bomb·rd. ent was con-
tinued, t he mercury lines increased in L'"ltensity, showing 
t hat the gold as changed into nereury •. 
5. 'rhe Transmutation or Lead into i:.ercury and Thallium 
In h is note on the transmutation situation, the 
1 
editor of the Scientific American intimated th t s .. ,its and 
Karssen were to attempt the transmutation or l ead into mer-
cury for reasons similar to t hose for the belief that mer-
cury oan be transmuted into gold; namely, the close rela-
tionship or these elements - lead and mercury - because of' 
2 
t heir position in the periodic table. These i nvestigators 
wereunsuccessful in effecting a transmutation in t he :.r first 
se t o~ experiments. Iowever, they continued th ir investi-
3 
ga tion , wh ich l a ter resulted in a successful transmutation. 
The lamps used in the l nst of these experiments 
ver e spP.cially designed and had a storage vessal attached 
to them. 'rhe load is poured into the storage vessel when 
the lamp is not in operation. On account of the possib11-
ity of transformation or the lead into mflrcury, a metallic 
pump and a glass spring mononmter , for measuring the pres-
sure , were used instead or the usual mf3rcury pump and mono-
meter . 1~e lead which was used in the experiment was pre-
pared by Kahlbaum, and neither t 'ha llium nor merc\.uty could be 
detected analytically. All parts or the lamp mre cleaned 
and examined spectroscopically, and found to QC completely 
free of any traces of mercury and thallium. 
1. Smits and Karssen - S cientific American ... Oct .,l9-25, p.230. 
2. Smits and Karssen - op.ctt. p . 230-31~ October (1925) 
3. Smits, A. Nature, vol. 117, p. 13-15 (1926). 
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•.rhe lead was then poured into the storage 
vessel, and the entire lamp was heated in a vacuum to 
1 
redness. Af'ter allowing the load to enter the lamp. it 
was ignited and the spectrum was examined; only lead lines 
appeared. This spectroscopic examination 1as. done dth a 
Hilger quartz-spectrograph at 25 voltS· and 36 amperes. The 
lamp was then burned for ten hours at a potential of. about 
80 volts and 40 amperes. At the end of this run the spectrum 
v1as examined at 25 volts and 36 amperes. For comparison the 
superimposed speotru n from a mercury lamp waa used. , t 
first the lead spectrum showed t h e weak mercury line 2536 
'i7hich developed gradually into a very intense line.. ':!.en 
hours later mercury lines were not only visible in the 
u ltrav iolet portion ot the spectrum, but also 1n the visible 
part . At this t ime the characteristic thallium line could 
also be recognized, indicatin'S the transmutation of l ead 
into mercury and thallium. 
In the course or theae experiments, it ~a s found 
that a high current density ~as very f'avol'able t~ transform-
... 
ation. A current of 50 ampP-res wae t h en employed. This 
proved to be very dangerous, however, for it necessitated 
very intensive air-cooling to prevent the quartz lamp from 
tnelting. A successful method was devised,. however. 
~ne apparatus was mounted on a stand which as 
oscillated by mechanical means. In this v;ay sparks of 
high current densities were sent t hr ough the lamp by the 
L . 11he lamp was heated continuously with bunsen burner 
durin~ the -exper i mcnt . 
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making and breaking o·:f the current every t irne tho liquid 
lend cam to E, ther nd separated. Transmutation by t h is 
method was very .success.ful, for afte1~ 9i hours of opera-
t ion 11 the l i nes of mercury and thalliUM app~ared• 
A second me thod for transmuting lead into 
mercury was employed by Smits and az.ssen .. The lead which 
was to be used was heated in a quartz tube in a current of' 
nitrogen t o 800 degre fHJ f -or about one hour . Lead electrodes 
about 14 mm . in diameter \Yere t hen made and mount d verti-
cally in a vessel containing a liquid dielectric about 14 
IP.m • apart . Spa rks or about 100#000 volts and 2 mill!-
a mperes were then sent through the liquid for about 12 
hours • At the end of this operation,. the dispersed lead 
which was f .ound at the bottom of the solution was colle cted 
lli'ld dried in a d essicntor. Both tlle solution and the l .ead 
vier e examined for mercury by the me thod of analy9is d eveloped 
tl by Jannach (Z . fur Annorg. chemie vol. 12, p. 143-( 1900) . 
'l'he l ead was conver·ted into the nitrate .form by treating 
it wit h nit:t1c acid at a temperature ot 100° c. · ·hatev r 
mercury that as present, was driven out by hsating the 
nitrate pr.oducts in a current of air, and condensing the 
hlercury in a capillary gl uss tube • Iodin vapor was t hen 
conducted through the tube i n which the red modification of 
mercuric iodide developed. The solution also gave a dis-
t inct mercury reaction after appli~ation o.f this t e st to 
1t-.. 
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6. Transmutatton of Hydrogen 1nto. Helium. 
The field of transmutation of the chemical 
eleme nts is not only an interesting one but a very broad 
one. Already the field has been extended to many elements. 
l 
Gerhard Alrsch and Hans Petterson,in their preliminary notes 
on long-range radiation,. have shown that helium is a. product 
2 
of artificial disintegration. Nagaoka atter.tpted to accel-
erate the radioactive process ot terrouranium. On account 
of experimental diff•tculties no results liere obtained .• 
3 
Ga schler; however, succeeded in accelerating this radio-
active process by changing uranium into uranium X. In 
4 
addition to these, Baly and Riding have recently reported 
the occurrence of helium and rteon in vacuum tubes. 
;rhe most significant or the recent experiments 
5 
in this field, hO''Iever, is the report by Paneth anrl Peters 
of the transmutation of hydrogen into helium . According 
to these men, t h . e1e tal palladium acting as a catalyst was 
the agent that efrected the transmutat1nn of hydrogen into 
helium. In the firs t place, a very sensitive spectro-
scopic method of examination was developed. By this method 
it was possibl~ to detect minute quanitites of the gas, about 
lo-13 gm. or lo-9 cc. When hydrogen was. trf}ated e~ectri-
ca.lly in order to transmute it into helium, no positive 
1. Kirsch and Petterson - .lnturwissenschaften - vol. 12, 
p. 464 ( 1924) • 
2. Gasclller, A. Nature - vol. 116, p. 396-7 (1925) 
3. Nagoaka, H. Nature - ·vo1.· 116, p. 95 (1925) 
4 . Baly and Riding, Nature, vol. 118, 625 (1926) 
5. Paneth and Peters . naturwisaensehatten . vol. 14, p.956-62 
(1926) 
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result was obtained. Hyclrog n 'f&S then led t hroup)l a 
ca.pillRry of palladium. In this case the r e sults · ere 
doubtfUl. This l e{l the$e investigators to try finely 
dl vided palladium which, when in a sponcrJ state, e.i'fords 
a VDry l nr ge surface area. 
r.rhey then passed a stream of hydrogen as over 
palladium in the colloidal state and allowed adsorption to 
go on f'or about twelve hours .. At the end of this period 
of adsorption , on palladium, and the subsequent c.o. bustio:n 
with oxygen on the sal"le met~l* the hydrogen yielded a de-
tectable amount of he lium. Enough helium t"ormed in many 
such csses to give 4. . .or 5 lines or its spectrum. As the 
period of adsol,.ption watJ extended* the helium lines in-
creased in intensity. rrhey .found also that di!'ferent 
samples or palladium exl1lbited grent differences in activity. 
reverthe).ess~ it was possible t o find a :rough pr· port1onal.1ty 
bet~een the period of adsorption and tho qu nt~ty or helium 
formed , and to estimo.te by tho delicate spectroscopi c method 
developed the amount of helium which result.,ed· from the 
transmutation of the hydrogen. 
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v. Theory of xransmutation. 
A.. The A tom and the Bohr Theor y of its s tructure 
Before discussing the theoretical views of the dif-
ferent investigators wh o have attemp-ted to transmute one 
element i nto another, it \vould be ~Tell to outline brief'ly 
the theory of atomic stzoucture. The atomic theory or 
John Dalton was the first of its kind to explain th dif-
feren t chemical facts then known . It l a sted for mm~e 
t han one hundred years and during these years of exper-
ience, it illustrated the permanency ot' the indivisibility 
of the atom. The first severe blow to t h e perman,eney or 
all toms, however, came with the discovery of the insta-
l 
bility of the radioactive elements . From the study or 
these elements" it was round that the · property of radio-
activity bel onged to the nucleus, s ince tho alpha .. pa.rticles 
emit t ed ere in reality helium nuclei. 
During the l ast twenty-five years the idea of the 
inner constitution of the atom ha s been greatly modified . 
i'rany configurations hnve been sugr-sested by the different 
2 
investiga tor s. ~ ir J.J. Thomson regarded the atom as a 
sphere of pos itive electricity 1th e lectrons dispersed 
3 
t h rough it . Rutherrord on the other hand regarded t he 
atom as a very sma ll~ but concentrated nucleus containing 
positive charges of el ectric i ty surrounded by electrons 
held in equilibrium by the :forces from the nuc leus. 
-------- --------------------
1 .. Rutherford, E. Nature" vol. 109 .• p .. 584. 
2 . Rutherford , B. ibid. vol. 104, p. 226 (1919}. 
3. Rutherford, E.. i bid. vol. 104. p . 2.a6 ( 1919 ) . 
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1 
Le ·is and Langmuir ha ve proposed s imilar theoz-ies. They 
ha ve pro-posed a three-dimensional theory which repre sents 
2 
the chemist• s idea, while Bohl:* has proposed a two-dimen-
sional theoz-y representing the phycisit's idf'a of the 
atom. Ho\fever"' all these t heories regarding the present 
day conception of' the atom s eem to have certain points in 
common hich may be summarized as follows: 
The atomic conception of the pre:sent. day is a pos-
itivel y charged nucleus of minute dimensions at the center 
of the atom, and t h is nucleus constitutes the most of the 
atomic mass. Furthermore, the nucleus bears a nuclear 
charge which fol lows Moaeley~s rule of atomic number, and 
1s surrounded by a numbe r of planetary electrons which are 
held in equilibrium by forces f'rom the nucleus. 
Since t he Bohr atom is similar to many of the others 
mentioned, and since it seems to offer an explanation of 
t he problem of transmutation• t he main points o:r this 
t heory will be d1scussed here. 
3 
Bohr 1n one ot h is articles on the subject pointed 
out th t the common character or theories of a tomic con-
stitution has been the endeavor to find configurations and 
motions of the elec t rons which would offer an interpreta-
tion of the va t-iation of c hemical and physical properties 
of the elements, as are exhibited in the periodic table• 
1. Chapin; ':f . H •. Second Year College Chemistr y . p . 136 . 
2. Bohr JI IL Na ture. vol. 107, P• 104 (1921) 
3. Bohr . N. Nature., vol. 107, p. 104; vo1. 108, p .. 209 {1921) 
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Th is then leads to the view that the electrons in the atoms 
are arranged in distinctly separate groups~ an<l that each 
group conta i ns a number of electrons equal to one of the 
periods in the sequence of the elements, wh ich are arranged 
in the periodic table according to their increasing atomic 
numbers. 
In attempting to ge t such a configuration and motion, 
Bohr assumed that,the electrons within each group at any 
moment were located at equal angular intervals on circular 
orbits with the nucleus at the center. ts a matter of 
fact, up to this point the Bohr atomic structure is similar 
to that of many other investigators. Realizing, however, 
that motion of electrons is just as important as configu-
ration of electrons, Bohr introduced the quantum theory. 
Th is was done bee use the methods of fixing atat1onary 
s tates of the- e l 8ctrons in tha atom were not able to r.,,_ 
~ove the arbitrariness in the choice of the numb~r of 
e lectrons in tile various groups or shells of the atoms. 
Th is condit ion led to the view that motion or eve~ 
e l e c t ron in the atom will correspond to one of the stationary 
s tate s of a sy$tBm consisting of a part ic l e moving in a con-
tl~olled fi e l d of .force. 'l'he in t roduc tion ot• ttv~ pl~inc iple 
giving xpres sion to t he q11a n tur1 theory , th rerm·e, rF>moved 
t he arbf:1irarin ,ss , for und er t his condition t.o Al ec t rons 
ma y pas s rrom one orbit to another . In t rlis wa~r such t h inc;s 
as positive valence, negat1vo valence,. a nd t he differnn t 
properties, e 'te mical a nd physical. of the various el ements 
may be e.xplainBd . 
'rhe acceptanco , t 1eref'ore , of the Bohr configurations 
and mot i ons of e l ec t r ons round a .muelc'..:tS, a s tl c com:non 
charac ter or at omic constit ution or struct~. rP , if 1'0r-
nothin • ~ orE) t han purpos e s o f c l a saif 1ca.tton :r t$ s . ,n 
1 
in t.w f ollo ing from a. l e c tltre or Prof • Blanchard: '~'l h •r 
i s lit t le doubt that thP. e n er g;r r .. lation s d escrib<'d oy 
orbits with q·.ul t •.F1 l i mitations are correct. u '_to s ummary 
of t: ia lee .. ut•e on o.tom1.c. s tructur~ - S given bel o • 
,.First: fd ee t r ons can occupy only a ce~t i n n Ibnr 
of' d1.a t ·ne t l e ve ls of f.HJ.er gy-•&lso ot: d 1atance ...... 1n an cot m • 
.-r~ccond : th, numb-er possible at a l evol inc re s es 
1 going out a r d f r ont t h~ nucl~us- the maxinum numbors being 
2 , 8 ,18 . 32• ••••• o.r t ice th~ squar es o-r the s .1ccess iv ,_, ol~ 
numbers . 
· 
0 h i :r>d: the s tabil :tt.y of' a grou p flt a r:,iven l e vel 
th f, numb er in t he ~oup . In ~enera l t ll-e gt~oup of e tp:ht 
i s t~e ·ost s tub o 1n an out~r l~we l,. b lt -t;.n tnner l e vels 
fi l l up •. < ,.!(n-1 t !·e maximum num. er a llow.a it. to groups o f 
18 or 32 'i!.d.ch be cor.1e v er y S t!tbl e . 
'
1t" !'lUl th: an outor incor:1plet~e grou p 1a ~mstnble ; 
1 t :~1ay acq:tlre mor e e lectrons to 1~ak !! u p t : ~ ~"oup of' 
f) !p,.ht ~ or l ose al l or 1 t s 6 l ec t·I"ons 1 f t i1A nu b'~r be fe • 
tt:f4"'1fth: t h e a t b l groups of e-t ght Ir.ay b e c om-
plet d b y a s mall nmabe r of' ol tJc t r o:-:ll. occupying ut t' u~ 
1 . Bl anchard , . • 'r:tlf? Nucleus. vo1 . 4 .; #3, p . ll-15 { 1926) 
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'Sixth! subject to t h e r equirements of the definite 
l~vels~ the electrons .arrange t hemselves in atoms and 
molecules i n the positions that best satisfy the ordin ry 
forces of electrostatic repulsion e.nd attraction.'' 
B. Possibility of Transmutation. 
1. Theory or Artificial DisL"ltegration .. 
a. Ruther:rord' s ~eory or fl1s integration. 
Radioactivity has reall7 furnished the key to the 
structure of the elements. It is well known that atomic 
disintegration is constantly going on among the radioactive 
elements spontaneoualy. Rutherford and others have ahown 
that t .he alpha•particles from the radioactl ve elements are 
really atoms or helium positively charged .• On the other 
hand. the oota particles are electrons with negative 
1 
charges. Rutherford also showed in his work on arti.tieial 
disintegration or the elements that only certain elements 
gave any effect of atomic dis!ntegration. Such elements 
are those whose atomic weights are not exaet multiples of' 
4. Elements whose atotnic \Yeighta are exact multiples of 4 
gave no effect. From his \V<rk. Rutherford cohcluded t mt 
the a tomlc weights of the elements can be expressed as 4H~ 
4N+2,. or 4Nt:S,. where N 1s a whole number. A simple ex~ 
am1nat1on of the above will indicate clearly why Rutherford 
and Chadwick obtained hydrogen in their experilnents on atomic 
l.E-qthe·r>.fotdand Chadwick,. Nature,. v·ol. 107, p. 41 (1921) 
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disintegration while,. on the other hand, Vendt in his ex-
pe:r1ments obtained only helium. Had Rutherford succeeded 
in bringing about dis integration o:r elements ~i th atomic 
weights at 4N, then_, one should have expected helium to be 
f ound :first among t .he products o:f disintegration, and fin-
al l y hydrogen,if disintegration were oarr!ed further. The 
results or his work, both on spontaneous and arti.f1o1al 
disintegration, led Rutherford, therefore, 't;;o the general 
conclusion that the complex nuclei are built up of' helium 
nuclei and hydrogen protons and electrons; also,. since the 
helium atom is made or rour hydrogen atoms (He~2H2 L~ t he 
hydrogen proton is everything. 
Tho recent work of' Paneth and Peters lends strong 
support to this view.. These men bv.sed their claim on the 
theo.ry that transmute. tion of the hydrogen into helium was 
effected through the action ot palladium as a catalytic 
agent. A brief' explanation Qf how this was accomplished 
is clearly given in tho following paragr~phs taken from 
1 
Science: 
nralladium 1s a rare and heavy metal, similar to 
platinum. and has in a spongy state the peculiar property 
of absorbing a thousand times its volume of hydrogen gas. 
The hydrogen when so c-ondensed in the pores of the f'1ne.ly 
divided metal is in an unusually active condition~ perhaps 
1. Sc.ience, vol. 84, Oct. s. 1926. 
---- ' 
:: .. :: - ·.· 
- - ·-
- - .. -
- ~ - . - -
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be cause the hydl-ogen, which ordinarily consists of" e. toms 
joined together in pairs~ is here broken up into separate 
atoms •h 1ah then unite oagerly with atoms nt other elements_ 
such as oxygen. Thin reO:ot1on is so quick thnt a tiny bit 
of palladium put into a mixture or h~ogen and oxygen will 
explod it aud form atf.tr . 
nrr the ~ono.luS. il)US of Paneth antl Pete:rs are cor-rect, 
t hen the lJYdrogen Eltor~ eond.ensad by palladiun have also 
the ability to unite with one another in gl"oups o£ f'O\U'." 
h1ch constitute the heli,-lm ~ol.eeule . " 
b. 1r:, end: t r s work 
\''end.t oa:sed h is deco posi t ion o·f tungsten on t\.Utht:;r-
for d1 s t. e ory and point ed out tha t th a:bsentm of hydr. gen 
wa s 1ntereat:tn z fo~_ .. t <-l 1~ ,asons. Pt)_')s t , hn ob.1cct ion - tn t 
t h e n€l1um :rntght hu vc ur l sen fl .. Om t1L gaa ( )J• t h or!U"1 coh!-
pounds in the ~ -ire ,. ~ e~.J be dispos (}d of 1·vor.n "Jho fact t.hat 
hyd r ogen ·:as or1~1na :tly in tlv~ wire in larger a mounts . 
"~ inec t h is wLs t ;1e cn.sn hych·ogen .s h (n ld also bt;\ det~ctod. 
I n t h s s ec ond place , t u.ngsten .ts -exactly 46 t1tn~s t h e 
atomic '~ .1 ~1t of heliu ;t, a nd. f r om Rutb&l"f-DrdTs cxp ,riments 
on t om1c d t sinte,gr t 1on, he was un-abl{~ t o df~t-ect hydrogc:n 
b;J· the bomba....~ment \'li th alpha P~~rt i c les, or Slt.Ch e l om ll t ,e. 
as ca r bon , cxy~en.- mag..._"l.es i.;,nn, sil ... c on and sulphm•. T .. 
ntomic e i g..ltts. o f' t he .se .l~ncm.ts ar. exact . • l t 1ple of 4. 
On t he ot:I-:~et> : ~nd, Ruthert~·ord d e t e.otod h ydpogan l'l it~l s .1c 
elements as bot•on, :qit ... 08Cf?:r. _:fl~orln(~t phonEhorous . and 
1. ~. endt n d Irion J • .t m. Chfr •• Soc .. vol . 4~ . p . 930. 
2. Theo~y ot Transrnuts. tion of.' ,,~ercury into Gold 
.a. -aethe's and Uagaoka's Viewn 
Going back for a moment to t he pr·osent conception 
of' the atom,. it has bf!en sho;m that the atom consists of a 
positivel y charged nucleus sul"I~ormded 'by ne ~atiYo olectrons 
held · i n e u111bl .. 1um by forces from the nucleus.. Shortly 
1 
.fter t his theory a .s proposed. ~:!oseley in his · ork on t he 
X-ray spectra of a number f tle elenenta, proved conclusively 
n<:>t only the col'•l'ectness of this view. ut, also~ t. t the 
riu -:.ber of posttive units of the nuclear ch rge is equal to 
t he atomic nunber and th,lt the atomic numbf'r defines t he 
physica l and chemical properties of the atom. 
1 
' 1ethe in his rticle on tha trans tation of 
mercury into gold~ advanced the 1d~a thut transmut tion. as 
accomplished by atorn1c disruption. He expressed the b l e f 
that either one a tom o.f helium was split of f:rom the ercury 
atom or four atoms of hydrogen 'fere re oved. .t:hts via y 
be expressed in the tollo 1ng way: 
1. Hg . (20l) - He(4) ~Au(l9'1) 
2. Hg.(201} - 4H(l)~Au(l97) 
------------------------------------------·------·-------------
1. Rutherfol'd• g . iature, vol. llo. p .. 310 ( 1925) 
2. i, 1.ethe. • Naturwissensc Ul.ften. VQl. 12,. p .. 59?-8 (1924) 
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1 
Nagaoka sha1•e s with Mi ethe this vien of o. tornic 
disruption. He assorts that tl e process may be rega..rded 
as due to commotion createdwithin t he nucleus by the 
intense electric force, and .aa su~es that coulomb' s la 'I 
ceas0s to hol d within the nuclear boiu1dary. If then a 
strong external electric field be applied~ it is posHible 
that Rome of the electrons may pas:J out ot the nuclea1, 
boundary, and this may leave the core in a condition 
which is not very. stable. This instability of' the 
nucleus may t herefore result in the escape of ome of the 
protons constituting it. · ccording to Nagaoka , t he com-
r otion introduc ed by external forc .es haa some resemblance 
to radioactive disintegration v1hich rmlst be attributed to 
intornal comrnot ion of t.he n~lcleus . 
Howev r, transmutation y be effected 1n more 
2 
than one way. According to Soddy it may alsn be accom-
plished by attaching an f') lectron to the nucleus .. li'rom 
r"oseley' s work it is evident tha. t the loss or gain of &n 
electron wi l l incttease or decrease the atomic number of 
an element, thus producing a new element with dif'ferent 
physical and chemical properties • If then a-n electron 
. should succeed in penetra t1ng ttle shell ot the oute r 
elec trona, nd if ·it should go deep enough so that it is 
e.ttre.cteq ~Y the nucleus, transmutation of the merc.ury into 
gold ould be e.f fected. Therefore, since the n tomic 
number of' l':lercury is 80., a gain of an electron by the 
nucleus would resv.lt i n the lo ering of' the atomic 
number to 79, whic h is the atomic nu~b~r o£ gold. 
1. Jagaoka, H. Nature, vol. 116, p. 95,(1925). 
2. sodr y, F .. Ua tu.re, vol. 11 , p. 244-5 
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b. Difficult lea o.f 1'ransimltation 
··hatever vie. i s accepted a s corr. ct* t here still 
remain certain experL-nental d ifficulties to be overcome. 
In the f'i:t•st place., from our knowledge of' t he a mount or 
energy liberated in spontaneous disintegration, 1t is 
eviden t that s.n en r -mous amount o-f en~r~J will bP. neces-
sary to produo e artifie ial disruption of thQ atom . This 
view is expressed i n the f'ollowing paragraph fr om uther-
1 
ford ' s report on a rtificial disintegration of t he e lements: 
"The transformation of an atom is the l"'esult of an 
explosion of intense violence in which a part of' an atom, 
·uhether helium ato .. , or an electron, is shot out •11.t 
great speed. In order to produce alpha and beta or 
gamma rays of equal energy to thos e emi tted by radio-
active substances, potential dift"erenc6B or al)out t i'lfo 
million volts applied too. vacuum tube :vould be necessary . n 
Another difficulty of the problem of transmutation 
is the pr oduction of a suffic ient a mount of th · n ew e l ement 
2 
in order to e nable chemical detection. Rutherford in his 
report , , entloned 1.fbove , claimed that the nu!!lber o f' hydrogen 
nuclei ejected even und er the mo~ t favnra.ble cond t1ons is 
relatively s mall compared with the numbHr of' bombardi:n 
alpha-particles - namely, one in n million. Furthr.rmore, 
enough of the ne'l element nrust be produc e d in order to 
1. Rutherford, E . ;~ature, vol .. 104, p. 226 (1919) 
2 . Soddy, F., op. cit. vol. 114, p. 244 -5. 
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enable determinat ion of tho 1;1 tomic :might. r.;stP.y nnd 
1 
Sheldon in the report of their worlr on the trnns mn. tntion 
of mercury point ,d out that if !"1 .the hnd sunce(lded in 
tranomuting mP.rcury into gold, this gold wo ld ha 1, nn 
atomic weight of at least 198, which dons n o t a ith 
t he accepted atomic weight of old - 19?.2. Reg rd ng 
2 
this, l<'e li.x S tu.mp.f po i nted out that Aston 's ·Hork on th 
isotopes of morcury did not det.nlt ly fix t he isotop 
3 
of atomic mass of 197. 1..,_ t on, himself , indicated . n nne 
of h:i. s report n thf1 isotop · s o.f• rn .t•cury, that thl"-r ap-
parently exists an isotope of tomic mass of 197. (Se 
m-rcury, Table II.) Tobar out the above, the f o l1o ;-
ing qu'JtAtion tnken from _,nton' s r _,. port:- "Tho Isotope 
of ?.:ercury" - is given: 
"on s everhl of th Mass spectra obtained the r e 
:'Ire faint indi c ations o f othP.r lines , but a great den1 
m re ~·; orJ-;: lill h Rve to bH done b fore th~se ar proved 
to b due to isotopes of moJ•cury or not, in any cuso, 
their proportim s are c omparatively insignificant. " 
4 
Ru!=!s 11, i n a th(·wre tic e l d1.scunsion, cla1 a 
thn.t trnnsfl!lltation of the elemen t s is pn sibln stnc any 
two elements may h'1Ve c rnrnon isoto·p c masses, nnne l~r , 
i. soba res. ll'or exo.mpl(-J , :fron the atomic wei~ht of gold , 
197.2, onn may lnfor that this e lerr~~nt hns 1sotopAR of 197 
1 . Sheldon and ~stey Ind . and ~nr; . Chern . l e s hd. 
vol. 4, No. 23, p. 5- 7 (1926). 
2. Felix ~tumpf. ?,. Physik . vol. 30, p.l'73-4 ( 1924) 
3 . Aston, l<'. J. l~ature, vo1. 116, p . 208 ( 1925) 
4 . Huss e 11, .a . s. Nature, vol . 116, p. 312 (1925) 
and 199; nerCUl"'y, aCCt rodin :~ to .r\ ston, h3.3 the tAotopos or 
199 and probeJ1l y that of 197. If -:.:·_en , an. o l ec tl"' · n · s at-
... ac: 1ed to a ny of these isot opic a sses of mel'C 1ry vfhic! 
r-u-·e :.. sOb!'! r ic with similar lsotoA .4.c masses . of gold, m I'Cury 
\ ould be transformed into gold, and t h e mas ses of the r:old 
produced ould b 199 and 197 , r(~spe c tivflly., if',. o c ourse, 
a ny such isobr! rio masses of me;rcury and r:old ~xisto.d. 
Hus sell oft'ers another e~ramplB i llus trating this point, 
namely, lead £·md thallium, \ h icb.,he beli~v~s, hQ ve common 
isoburic masses of' 205 each. 
l.'; hc~t is true of nv~rcury ~nd go ld 1B o.lno tr'~ ·, of' 
lAnd and cercurv or of any s •. ilar pnir of nl mJnt . as far 
aL traris~ttat ion is cnncornAd . 
-.vo k the. t has b~on d0ne rec cnt l.r akcs it impossiblo :for 
ca:;:~lesslv the present-day :!.nvestignt ors to pGR!f over 'Gb.es n obsorve.-
tions . The problem of ftn di11g ·wl ethm~ or not :..ra.nsnn.t -
tation is possibl~ should be 10rked upon u ntil SOil. definite 
dF:cis ion one r-ay or another i. s cstsblished. 
VI. Summary 
1 . The idea or transmutation of the chemical 
elements into each other is not ne • Aocording to avail-
able recor ds it originated in Egypt . 
2. The study of the radioactive e lements shows 
that all atoms are not indivisible ~ since spontaneous 
disintegration i s constantly going on a mong them. 
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FurthermOl'e, t h is ~tudy sh ow s that the atoms of these 
elei"\ents are made up of helium nuclei and electrons. 
3. The ''ork of Rutherford and ,.1endt sho ;; that 
t he a tom can be disrupte d, and that the e. toms of' all 
ele!'tl~nts are rr. ade up of helium nuclei, hydrogen, protons 
and electrons. 1J!oreovor', P.a.neth' s and Peters' i"/or k 
verifies the long standing beli~:r that the helium atom 
is made up of four hydrogen atoms. 
4. In spite of' the f'"act that the mercury-gold 
transmutation situation has developed into a controversy, 
this problem cannot be passed up carelessly. Many in-
vestigators be lieve that transmutation is theoreticnlly 
possible. 
5. The theories nf the present day are based 
upon sound scientific principles and research. 
6. fr ransmutation may be accomplished either by 
d isruption of the nucleus, or by the introduction of an 
elec tron within the nuclear boundary. 
7. One of t he difficulties that stands in th~ way 
o:f transmuting the elements ts the l a r ge amo,~nt of energy 
necessary tc shatter the atom. or to cause an electron to 
penetrate into the nuclear boundary. Another dii'f'iculty 
is the production of a sufficient amount of the newly 
formed -e lement for chemical detection. 
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vol. 113, P• 459-60 (1924).. The experimental procedure 
was used, also.- a direc t quotation from the second a rticle. 
~~-Paneth, Fritz, Transmutation of Hydro en into Helium. 
Ancient and t. odern Alchemy . Science, vol. 64, p. 409-1'7 .. (1926). 
The first article was quoted f'rom Science, vol. 64, oot. a,. 
( 1926). C1ta tiona made from the second article tor historical 
putpose only. 
Peters, Kurt. orked wi th Paneth. 
Ramsay, itlliam, Chemical Ztg., vol. 33, P• 26 ( 1909). 
_ ·entioned only to~ historical purpose. 
Riding, R . '~ . 'larked with a&ly. 
·:t-Russel1 , A. S. Transmutation or . ercury into Gold. "Mature . 
vol , 116, p. 312 .(1926) . Theoretical views used. 
-:~Rutherford, rnest. · rtificia.l Disintegration of l·aements . 
Nature,. vol. 109, P• 584. Radium and the Electron. ibid. 
vol . 104,. p. 226 ( 1919) • 'J 1 th Chadwick; Artitic ial Dis in-. 
tegrat1on of Elements, ature, ·val. 10'1,. p. 41. ibid . 
vol. 113, p. 457 ( 1924). The experimental procedure and 
the or ie s ere used. 
Schleede1. rthur. ·~orked with Tiede and Goldschmidt • 
.;z.Sheldon, 11 . H. Transmutation of Mereury into Gold . Ind . 
t. ·ng . Chem., news Ed., vol. 4, 1123, p .• 5-7 .. (1926). 
Experimental pr9cedti.Be and theories used . 
·U·Smits. A • Transmutation ot Lead -.t:ntO;- M' .rcury . Nature, 
vol .. 117~ Pot 13-15. (1926). Sclentl.tlc Am. c·t., 1925 
&nd p,o4!~ ·:t9~6. ·-;xperimental pttoceduN.t us8d. 
· ttSoddz.t F~erick .. The Chexniat~y o~ t; Radioactive 
Elements. Part I, Second .Edition,.. r~ongman&, Green t.· Co. 
{1914). Sci. Monthly ~ vol .• 17.- p •. 305-1'7 (1923). Na.ture., 
vol. 114, p. 244-5. Indirect quotations used. 
•StaDI'tlreich., H. Tranemutat1on or Mercury into Gold. (co-
wor:Ker of J, lethe). Natu:rl.fissenschatten, vo1. 12. p. 744. ( 1924) 
The article was translated and experimental procedure and 
d1agra. used,. 
Page o3. 
Stumpf,. Felix. Isotopes of 5ercury. z. Phy-sik, vol. 30, 
p. 173-4 (1924). Indirect quotation used. 
Thorpe, Edward. History ot Chem1atey .. G. P. Putnams and Sons. 
vol. I. Quotations from page a 1:-45 ;vera made indirectly. 
-~:-Tied , :r~rich.. Transmutation or . eroury- into Gold~ llatur-
wissenscba.f'ten, vol. 13, p. 745-46 (1925). Only abstractions 
used . 
Walker, James. Physical Chemistry., seventh Edition. . c illan, 
( 1913). I ndirect Q.uotat1ons. and table f'rom. cbapter on Radio-
active JSlements were used . 
-.:-' endt~ a~ L. The DeComposition o~ Tungsten~ ;J. • Chern. 
soc • , vol. 42., p. 930. 
theory were used. 
The experimental, procedure and 
